
professional transparent whiteboardpaint for heavyduty use 
what is sketchpaint pro
SketchPaint PRO is the new and unrivalled whiteboard paint by MagPaint. Its revolutionary and 
unique composition transforms a surface into a super smooth whiteboard which can be easily 
cleaned for optimum performance every time.

Super smooth high gloss finish
 High performance coating for high  
usage areas
Single can product – NO MIXING
Ready to use after just 24 HOURS
 The can may be resealed to save 
remaining paint for future applications.

sketchpaint pro specifications 
sheen High gloss

colour Transparent

density 1.07 g/cm3

film thickness 70 µm dry film

theoretical coverage 12 - 14 m²/l one coat

viscosity Ready for use

sprayable Yes

voc EU limit value for this product (2004/42/EC, cat. iSB, 2010): 500 g/l. This product contains: 60 gr./L 
VOC’s.

application Surface and air temperature should be between 16-26°C / 60-80°F.

drying time

touch dry After 2 hours @ 20°C and 65 % relative humidity

recoatable After 12 hours @ 20°C and 65 % relative humidity

ready to use After 24 hours @ 20°C and 65 % relative humidity

packaging 1 L

shelf life Minimum 12 months, if stored in a cool dry area between temperatures of 5-35°C /40-75°F and keep 
out of direct sun light, sealed tightly

PERFORMANCE
SketchPaint PRO is the ideal solution for those seeking high-quality finish and performance. SketchPaint PRO gives an 
outstanding quality finish which is specifically designed for the high use business environment. Unlike traditional 
white boards, the entire wall can be used to convey ideas and initiatives. This will enable more creative group 
working or presentations. It allows extra visibility to plans and working projects to your whole team.

SketchPaint PRO composition sets itself truly apart from other whiteboard coatings. Unlike any other whiteboard coatings product, it can be applied straight from one 
can. No need to mix a 2 part product before applying. The can may be resealed to save the remaining paint for future applications.  

You can write on SketchPaint PRO 24 hours after application, where some 2 part products require up to 6 days.




